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100 Live on Zoom (our max)

many continents / countries –
Bermuda, Canada, Germany, 
India, Nepal, Switzerland, U.K., 
U.S.

1000s More on YouTube

-

YOU INVESTORS
-- mostly value

CEOs / Directors
-- public companies & non-profits

AUTHORS
-- at least ten

ACADEMICS
--Professors, Dean, President

FRIENDS
--high school, college, law school, 

boards, former students, fellow 
shareholders, speaking hosts, readers
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Essays of Warren Buffett, The AIG Story
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George Washington University
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GWNY
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PART TWO: VINTAGE

5. Don Graham to Tim 
O’Shaughnessy
Washington Post Co.-
Graham Holdings

6. Steve Markel & Tom Gayner
Markel Corporation

7. Jeff Bezos
Amazon
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PART THREE: CONTEMPORARY

8. Charles Fabrikant
SEACOR

9. Brett Roberts 
Credit Acceptance Corp. 

10. Larry Page & Sergey Brin
Google

11. Joe Mansueto & Kunal Kapoor 
Morningstar

12. Mark Leonard
Constellation Software

13. Indra K. Nooyi
PepsiCo

14. Weston Hicks
Alleghany Corp.

15. Ginni Rometty
IBM

16. Robert Keane
Cimpress N.V. 

3
PART ONE: CLASSIC

1. Warren Buffett 
Berkshire Hathaway

2. Robert Goizueta 
Coca-Cola

3. Prem Watsa
Fairfax Financial

4. Ian Cumming & Joe Steinberg 
to Rich Handler & Brian 
Friedman 
Leucadia-Jefferies
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QUALITY LETTERS / QUALITY RETURNS
ANNUALIZED TOTAL RETURN
(DURING EACH WRITER'S TENURE)

Analysis conducted and updated as of 09/24/2019. Assumes dividends are reinvested. 



THEMES

Buybacks

Capital Allocation

Dividends

Culture

Conservatism

Company History
Strategy

Moat

Trust

Quality

Inside Ownership

Succession

Principles

Long-term

Management

Liquidity

Compensation
Investing

Executives

Metrics

Leverage

Value



• important context for readers to 
understand the business

• guiding principles, corporate culture

• strategy and competitive advantages

• long-term vision as a competitive 
advantage

COMPANY HISTORY
CULTURE, PRINCIPLES, STRATEGY, MOATS



• quality and rationality, trust and 
conservatism

• analyze as opposed to lecture

• examine mistakes and challenges, not 
laud triumphs or best-cases

• tributes to employees

MANAGEMENT 
QUALITY, TRUST, CONSERVATISM



• how each corporate dollar is allocated 
among the many possible uses:

• reinvesting in existing businesses
• acquiring new businesses
• repurchasing shares
• paying dividends

• Ideal: each dollar to its most valuable use

• analogize capital allocation to investing 

CAPITAL ALLOCATION
BUYBACKS, DIVIDENDS, INVESTING



• how managers think about their businesses and 
performance

• prudent approaches to both leverage and liquidity, 
disfavoring debt and conserving liquidity

• consistency, using the same metrics year-to-year 
rather than cherry picking the annual best; new 
metrics are explained and updated 

• stock prices are an important barometer of 
success, but not best measure of business value

• running performance scorecards in annual letters, 
reproduced at the end of such chapters in this 
book

METRICS
LEVERAGE, LIQUIDITY, VALUE



hold fast to a long-term horizon

not focused on current quarter or year 

anti-conference calls / earnings guidance, preferring to 
speak mostly through their shareholder letters

have met crises . . . .

LONG-TERM
NO QUARTERLY GUIDANCE
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TIMELESS

Since 1942, we have had seven 

Republican presidents and seven 

Democrats. In the years they served, the 

country contended at various times with a 

long period of viral inflation, a 21% prime 

rate, several controversial and costly wars, 

the resignation of a president, a pervasive 

collapse in home values, a paralyzing 

financial panic and a host of other 

problems. All engendered scary headlines; 

all are now history.

B E R K S H I R E  |  WARREN  BUFFETT

2018

SNAPSHOT

“

”



SEVEN LEAN YEARS: 1999–2005 

On a yearly basis, stock price changes 

have no correlation with book value or 

intrinsic value changes. In 1986, Fairfax’s 

stock price increased by 292% even 

though the book value only increased 

183%. In 1990, our stock price dropped 

41% even though our book value 

increased 39% and Fairfax earned a 23% 

ROE. Stock price fluctuations on an annual 

basis are quite random but reflect 

economic reality (or intrinsic value) only in 

the long-term. 

F A I R F A X | PREM WATSA 

1999

SNAPSHOT

“

”



T U M U L T

2000 was a tumultuous year for the United States 

financial markets. The “irrational exuberance” 

pronounced several years ago by Federal Reserve 

Chairman Greenspan has turned into a virus 

causing much pain in 2000. Between first uttering 

these words and the continued implacable rise in 

equity valuations, even Dr. Greenspan became a 

reluctant believer in the new economy.

Pontification is not our normal line of work. We 

must, however, express a certain satisfaction from 

having steadfastly argued over the last many years 

that we were witness to an old-fashioned financial 

frenzy that would not and could not continue. 

Economics has its own gravitation-like forces that 

work over time and can only be ignored at the 

investors’ peril.

L E U C A D I A | CUMMING & STEINBERG 

2000

SNAPSHOT

“

”



“DAY ONE” THINKING

As the famed investor Benjamin Graham said, ‘‘In 

the short term, the stock market is a voting machine; 

in the long-term, it’s a weighing machine.’’ Clearly

there was a lot of voting going on in the boom year 

of ‘99—and much less weighing. We’re a company 

that wants to be weighed, and over time, we will

be—over the long-term, all companies are. In the 

meantime, we have our heads down working to build 

a heavier and heavier company.

A M A Z O N | JEFF BEZOS

2000

SNAPSHOT

“

”



L O N G - T E R M

In 1986, it would have been impossible to forecast the 

real estate troubles of the early 1990’s and the 

collapse of the savings and loan system in our 

country. . . to foresee the rise of the internet, the 

weakening and strengthening and weakening again 

of the dollar . . . the swings in energy prices . . . the 

nature of the geopolitical struggles in the Middle East 

. . . the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. All of 

these things affected the world’s economies 

temporarily, but no one could forecast them, or their 

effects, with any consistency. 

M A R K E L  |  TOM GAYNER

2006

SNAPSHOT “

...



At Markel, we didn’t forecast them, and we didn’t need 

to, in order to create excellent long-term returns for 

our shareholders. We simply took the capital

we had and used it to the best of our abilities in the 

insurance and investment arenas following sound and 

proven business disciplines. We learned each

year and continued to develop our knowledge in 

insurance, investments and acquisitions.  Equally 

important, this approach suggests that our culture, 

systems, learning, skills and decision making should 

remain effective in our effort to earn superior returns 

on capital in the future.

M A R K E L  |  TOM GAYNER

2006

SNAPSHOT

”

...



THE UNTHINKABLE

Watching the explosion and implosion of the 

capital markets has been a drawn out financial 

version of “shock and awe.” In the dark days of 

the Cold War, a Princeton professor [Herman 

Kahn] confronted the unthinkable in a book

ruminating about possible outcomes of a nuclear 

duel between America and Russia (Thinking 

About the Unthinkable). Fortunately, the book 

turned out to be an exercise in mental gymnastics 

primarily for graduate students—and a few

precocious undergraduates. Let’s hope the litany 

of possible ugly consequences that could arise 

from the current economic situation proves 

likewise to be an intellectual exercise.

S E A C O R | CHARLES FABRIKANT 

2008

SNAPSHOT

“

”



M O R N I N G S T A R | JOE MANSUETO

2008

SNAPSHOT “L E V E R A G E

A key lesson of 2008 is the importance of a sound 

financial structure. Like people who lived through 

the Great Depression of the 1930s and thereafter 

avoided debt, managers who lived through this 

financial crisis should have less appetite for debt, 

especially at high levels. Firms with terrific assets 

but bad balance sheets can get into trouble. Last 

year, there were times when the credit markets shut 

down. 

Corporate managers always thought the debt 

markets would be accessible. No one envisioned a 

scenario where that wasn’t true—a ‘black swan’ 

(rare, unpredictable) event that can bankrupt a 

company. It’s a reminder of the importance of Ben 

Graham’s ‘margin of safety’. Forecasts can easily 

be off—and there are unknowable events that can 

make things far worse than you ever imagined in a 

model. If you want your business to survive, you 

need to prepare for ‘black swans.’

”



C O N S T E L L A T I O N | MARK LEONARD

2009

SNAPSHOT

“

”

LONG-TERM MOATS

Our attrition rates illustrate the long-term nature of 

our client relationships. Attrition due to the loss of 

customers in 2009 was ~4%, suggesting that our 

average customer will stay with Constellation for 26 

years. Customer relationships that endure for more 

than two decades are valuable. We have symbiotic 

relationships with tens of thousands of customers: 

we handle thousands of their calls each day, and 

issue scores of new versions of mission critical 

software each year which incorporate their feedback 

and suggestions.  For an annual cost that rarely 

exceeds 1% of a customers’ revenues, our products 

help them run their businesses efficiently, adopt 

their industry’s best practices, and adapt to 

changing times.



Cunningham pulls together the best excerpts from the best 

letters.. Dear Shareholder demonstrates the qualities of 

superior letters, and the ones he has excerpted illustrate what 

makes for a successful company and a great CEO. There’s 

much to be learned from this volume.

— HOWARD MARKS, OAKTREE CAPITAL

THE MOST IMPORTANT THING AND MASTERING THE MARKET CYCLE

“
”

In Dear Shareholder, Cunningham has curated some of the very best 

writing on business and leadership, ranging from the highest profile 

executives to thoughtful, less well-known stars. Housing this 

compendium in one volume is convenient and rich with wisdom.

— TED SEIDES, HOST - CAPITAL ALLOCATORS PODCAST

“
”

Management



An invaluable curation of the finest 

shareholder letters, a treasure trove for 

current and aspiring investors and 

CEOs, and for anyone on the lookout 

for exceptional capital allocators. The 

clarity and concision of these letters 

correlates highly with extraordinary 

returns and will delight any reader 

intrigued by (very) long term value 

creation.

— WILL THORNDIKE, THE OUTSIDERS

“

”

Cunningham has put together another excellent 

book, a collection of letters by CEOs, the 

limited few, who are not only good operators, 

but also good asset allocators, i.e., value 

investors. Dear Shareholder is a must-read for 

anyone looking to understand those CEOs who 

know how to manage to create value and 

make their companies attractive to those who 

seek value creation. They are defined by these 

character traits: integrity, humility, discipline, 

patience, and long-term perspective.

— PROF. GEORGE ATHANASSAKOS

IVEY BUSINESS SCHOOL

WESTERN UNIVERSITY

ONTARIO, CANADA

“

”

Capital Allocation



“
”

“
”

Dear Shareholder provides a collection of invaluable 

lessons and insights from the world’s savviest wealth 

creating CEOs. Cunningham delivers a curated classic 

that is both bingeworthy and a permanent addition to 

any investor’s library.

— LAUREN C. TEMPLETON, TEMPLETON & PHILLIPS CAPITAL / 

INVESTING THE TEMPLETON WAY

Investing

Want to know how the best CEOs in the business think? Dear Shareholder is 

your cheat sheet. Cunningham distills the lessons buried in the annual letters 

of the most successful CEOs of our generation to bring us a treasure of 

timeless, common-sense principles for business, management and capital 

allocation (a surprisingly uncommon trifecta). 

— ROBERT ROBOTTI, ROBOTTI & CO. 



Cunningham forever changed my life with a simple insight: The best way to learn 

about business is to read the letters of its greatest practitioners. Larry’s book, The 

Essays of Warren Buffett, is a master class in finance that inspired a generation 

of value investors. Dear Shareholder, channels legendary CEOs to teach us 

valuable lessons about management, leadership and corporate stewardship. 

Future titans of industry should begin their business education with this book.

“
”—JEFF GRAMM

DEAR CHAIRMAN: BOARDROOM BATTLES AND THE RISE OF 

SHAREHOLDER ACTIVISM

Quality

“  Cunningham’s excellent selection, arrangement and commentary on 

[these] shareholder letters make their lessons accessible and digestible.
—GUY SPIER,  THE EDUCATION OF A VALUE INVESTOR ”



QUESTIONS & ANSWERS



Questions Received Today in Advance 

Q1: What can CEOs learn, not necessarily in the investing/fund management world, 
but in terms of writing articulate letters/communications to people/teams that 
they might not meet?



B E R K S H I R E  |  WARREN  BUFFETT

ANSWER

“

”

The best shareholder letters are those that treat readers as business 
partners, by offering deep insights into a particular company and its 
business. These writers share their perspectives on core business topics 
across the spectrum, spanning from general staples of the business 
school curriculum, such as accounting, economics, and management, to 
specific challenges facing a company, from competitive strategy and 
innovation, to employee morale, and executive succession.

Outstanding shareholder letters are well-written, honest, and 
consistently focused. They reveal the good, the bad, and the awful, not 
ducking hard problems. They embrace long-term thinking, manifested by 
charting results over long periods of time, which means acknowledging 
tough patches put in the context of stronger returns over longer time 
spans.



Questions Received Today in Advance 

Q2:  I have started the book and was very pleased to see you included an Epilogue with 
other notable shareholder letter writers. My question would be who is on your watchlist 
for future years i.e., those CEOs showing early promise today but need a few more years 
to make sure.



ANSWER

Danaher: Sherman-Culp-Joyce

Enstar: Silvester

General Motors: Barra 

Genuine Parts: Donahue

IAC: Levin 

ITW: Santi

Lockheed: Hewson

Post Holdings: Stirritz & Vitale

Progressive: Renwick-Griffith 

Sherwin Williams: Morikis

Transdigm: Stein

Verisign: Jim Bidzos 

WABCO: Esculier

WD-40: Ridge

ACE/Chubb: E. Greenberg

Activision/Blizzard: Kelly-Kotick

Advanced Micro Devices: Su

Amerco: Shoen

AutoNation: Mike Jackson

Booz Allen: Shrader

Brookfield: Flatt



Questions Received Today in Advance 

Q3: One thing I have been thinking about is Warren’s silence through the past few
weeks, since the release of the annual report and his letter. Of course there are
many possible reasons for this (he doesn’t have anything to say, he hasn’t done
anything that hasn’t been reported through SEC filings, he doesn’t want to play his
hand, blackout period, etc.) but I was wondering if we might see a more fulsome
release come May 2nd with the Q1 results and annual meeting. Your thoughts?



B E R K S H I R E  |  WARREN  BUFFETT

ANSWER

“

”

And while many corporate leaders have written books or 
memoirs reflecting on their views, none of the managers 
featured here have done so. They favor the medium of 
the shareholder letter to serve that function, addressing 
all the important topics businesses face. 

That’s where this book comes in: the best shareholder 
letters represent the very best in business writing. There 
is simply no more authoritative source than CEOs on 
subjects ranging from leadership and management to 
capital allocation and corporate stewardship. When 
selectively arranged in a single volume, the letters 
present the wisdom of an all-star team.



Questions Received Today in Advance 

Q5: As you have met/written about the most successful investors, are there
common threads that we can pick up for our investments?

Q4: Outside of Berkshire, is there any management team to carry on the

torch that Warren and Charlie lit when they're no longer available?

Q6: Can you provide some insight on how your role at Constellation Software has
improved your thinking about capital allocation? Do you have any examples that you
can share that would be helpful illustrations?



Questions Received Today in Advance 

Q7: Can you touch on the concept of “promotion” by managers and constant projection
of optimism vs. honesty? Specifically, in reference to Prem Watsa - for 15 years his letters
have been about how great FFH is and how great the future looks whilst results over 10,
15 & 20 years have been so poor. Despite promoting a culture of honesty, Prem has not
openly come out and said sorry to his investors. More importantly he hasn’t shared
where his mistakes were and how he is going to avoid them in the future—a more honest
response.



On September 23, 2010, we will be celebrating Fairfax’s 25th 

anniversary. With lots of good fortune, hard work and an 

outstanding team culture, at the end of 2009 our book value per 

share had increased 243 times and our stock price had followed 

suit, increasing 126 times—with one year yet to go! Talking 

about the long-term, my favourite company from the past is the 

British East India Company which began in 1600 and lasted the 

better part of 250 years! The Queen was one of its major 

shareholders and imagine my shock when I read that its 

objective was to make 20% on invested capital. The more things 

change.

A Governor of The Honourable Company (as it was known) 

was once asked what the reasons for its success were. “Two 

words”, he said, “Frenetic Inactivity.” 250 years is perhaps too 

long even for you, our long-term shareholders!! . . .

Recently, with my family, I visited the high school I graduated 

from some 45 years ago in Hyderabad, India. Through all the 

nostalgia, I was shocked to see the school’s motto clearly on the 

main wall. “Be Vigilant”, it said. And I thought I got it from reading 

Security Analysis by Ben Graham!!

F A I R F A X | PREM WATSA 

2009

ANSWER “

”
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